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Overview
This document is the official response from the Common Astronomy Software Applications
(CASA) group to the recommendations of the 2021 CASA Users Committee (CUC). The
recommendations of the CASA Users Committee along with the full context of Committee
discussion are contained in the Annual report dated 17 December 2021.

We wish to thank the CASA Users committee for their time and effort. The recommendations in
their annual report are constructive and beneficial to informing CASA strategic goals and
decision making. The CASA development team agrees with these recommendations in most
instances and will strive to satisfy the commitments in our response over the next year.  We are
limited in some cases by available resources but generally feel that we can provide an acceptable
response or mitigation to every CUC request.

Below we discuss the recommendations that the committee has explicitly called out in their
document. We have maintained the section numbering from the CUC annual report to simplify
cross-referencing between the documents. In this document we have extracted and summarized
the recommendations of the users committee (in black) from their report and provided the
response of the CASA project (in blue).

2021 CUC Recommendations and Responses

6.1 CASA Management
2021 Endorsements/recommendations

1. The CUC strongly endorses that CASA continues their support of the pipeline teams in
their efforts to advance and improve the pipelines for both ALMA, and increasingly the
VLA. Pipeline processing is becoming a common application of the CASA software
within the community and the balance between supporting ‘at-home’ CASA users and
pipeline developers as stakeholders currently seems appropriate.

The teams that support the ALMA, VLA, and VLASS pipelines are CASA stakeholders, and as
such they have the full support of the CASA team. We will continue to work with the pipeline
teams to also support ‘at-home’ CASA users.

2. The CUC acknowledges that VLASS is an important project which has presented
unique challenges and benefitted the CASA development. However, the CUC cautions
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against VLASS related activities overshadowing other priorities for the CASA user
base.

The CASA team will balance VLASS priorities with those of other stakeholders, including
general CASA users.

3. Overall, the CUC continues to commend the well balanced approach the CASA team is
taking to meet all its stakeholder needs. From the 2020 recommendations, the CUC
continues to encourage the CASA team to consider if the joint role of project scientist and
validation lead could be split to avoid overloading one person.

In January 2022, funding became available for the role of validation lead. This position was
filled by an internal transfer from VLA operations to the CASA development team. At a similar
time, the project scientist position was vacated by another transfer off of the CASA team to the
NAASC.  With the validation lead position now staffed, the future role of project scientist is yet to
be determined as we consider other Observatory-wide process improvements such as Agile
development methodologies and Systems Engineering principles.  This will be an ongoing topic
in 2022 beyond the scope of the CASA team alone.

6.2 User Servicing & Outreach
User Servicing

2021 Endorsements/recommendations

1. The CUC appreciates the continued improvements to the CASA website and
documentation. We continue to recommend providing CASA testing code to the users
so that they assess their own installations.

The verification team has made great strides in improving the clarity and simplicity of executing
test scripts with real datasets in containerized environments.  We anticipate making this work
available to the community in 2022.

2. The CUC agrees with the plan to avoid having a CASA-specific helpdesk.

We plan to start a CASA Bug Report and Feature Request system. This will be hosted on the
existing Helpdesk platform, to make things as simple and intuitive as possible for users, and to
allow an easy interaction between the CASA team and Helpdesk staff regarding tickets.

3. The CUC would like to see the Known Issues and even Helpdesk tickets linked to
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CASA documentation, if this can be automated in some fashion so that users can avoid
unnecessary pitfalls (and the CASA team can avoid additional Helpdesk tickets).

We will look into possibilities to improve the visibility of the Known Issues, through links in the
CASA documentation. We are also in the process of reducing the list of Known Issues to only
include those issues where development is planned on resolving them, to keep the overview
digestible for users. We plan to treat the remainder of the Known Issues as part of the code, and
documented in the appropriate CASA Docs sections and task pages.

4. The CUC would still like updates on the status of submitted/resolved Helpdesk tickets
during CUC meetings and it encourages timely responses to these tickets to assure a
positive user experience.

We will attempt to provide a status of submitted/resolved Helpdesk tickets, but the timing of
responses is mostly at the discretion of the instrument teams. The new CASA bug report system
will provide better opportunities for the CASA team to track CASA problems and provide an
overview of ticket statistics, but note that the bug report system will not offer guaranteed
one-on-one help to users.

Outreach

2021 Endorsements/recommendations

1. The CUC is happy to hear that the CASA newsletter is continuing and that there are
plans for engaging the community during ALMA and VLA events.

In 2021, members of the CASA team gave talks at the VLA Data Reduction workshop and the
ALMA Ambassadors program. A CASA Newsletter was published in January 2022, with a second
edition planned for later in the year.

2. The CUC continues to encourage the development of materials that can be shared to
assist the CASA team around the world with outreach to new and existing users. These
efforts are certainly helped by the newly available Jupyter notebooks (e.g.
CASA-VLBI).

We will continue to collect the materials that the CASA team presented at public and scientific
meetings on our website: https://casa.nrao.edu/materials.shtml .   Also, the CASA team, through
the User Liaison, is always willing to help create new materials for outreach by third parties
when we receive concrete requests. Jupyter notebooks on CASA use cases are currently part of
the Community Examples pages in CASA Docs, and we foresee that the number of notebook
examples will be extended in the coming period.
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6.3 CNGI and ngCASA
2021 Endorsements/Recommendations:

1. The CUC endorses the planning going into CNGI but recommends proceeding
conservatively with respect to implementation. (...) The CASA user community (along
with a wide range of other stakeholders that ultimately support users) have a very strong
vested interest in stable and correct performance of the software over the short, medium,
and long term. The CUC has some concerns that CNGI may slowly take over CASA
without a proper evaluation of the long-term viability, correctness, performance and
associated risk. Proceeding unintentionally in this way (or intentionally but without
broad stakeholder buy-in) could lead to major negative impacts for users that everyone
would want to avoid.

The CNGI project and prototyping effort has concluded in 2021 with the release of a final
demonstration package. The CASA team agrees with the concern over destabilization of mature
functionality already in operation and will not engage in substantial re-development of existing
capabilities without good cause, a well vetted development plan, and appropriate committee
review.  However, new development of features not yet found in CASA may leverage the
capabilities of off-the-shelf frameworks studied as part of the CNGI prototyping effort if it makes
good sense to do so.  If this were to occur, it would not deprecate any existing code (for the
foreseeable future), and would follow the standard process for all new feature development in
CASA.

2. Given that the CNGI demonstration is in good shape and is ready to be implemented in
tasks, the CUC recommends that this is a good time for a formal, external stakeholder
review of the plans for CNGI and ngCASA. This echoes recommendations 2 and 3 of
last year’s report.

The use of CNGI technology in the existing CASA6 architecture is a pivot away from the design
of the CNGI prototype demonstration. We do not yet have sufficient data to prove to a review
committee that such a pivot would even be worthwhile.  Consequently, the first steps (for much of
2022) will be to commission some initial experimental tasks and then evaluate their success
(without impact to the rest of CASA).  From this exercise we should be able to gather enough
data for a suitable review.
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6.4 CARTA, Sunsetting the Viewer & GUI refresh
2021 Endorsements/Recommendations:

1. The CUC was once again very impressed by the developments made in the CARTA
viewer over the last year, both in terms of features and software/resource
infrastructure. CARTA seems on track to providing a long term stable image viewer for
CASA as well as the general radio astronomy user community.

Most of the capabilities of the CASA Viewer are now in CARTA, or will be implemented in the
near future (with the notable exception of interactive tclean capabilities; see item #2 below).
NRAO CARTA members Juergen Ott and John Hibbard have compiled a list of NRAO priorities
for CARTA, so that users will soon have a full alternative for the CASA Viewer.

2. The initial work on a standalone interactive tclean widget looked very impressive and a
good use of CNGI innovation to support CASA users. The can ‘we make this better
than it was before’ mindset in terms of user features was also nice to see.

3. The CUC strongly encourages these efforts to finally allow users to move away from
reliance on the CASA viewer.

We will continue our efforts to make a stand-alone widget for interactive tclean, and encourage
the CARTA team to fill any remaining gaps in capability, so that we can recommend CARTA as a
full alternative to the CASA Viewer. One important capability for users of the CASA Viewer is a
Position-Velocity generator, which was released in v3.0-beta.2b, now available in the CARTA
downloads.  This generator has significant performance improvement over the CASA viewer and
impv implementation.

4. The CUC was interested to hear of plans to refactor many of CASA GUI interfaces,
which are becoming tired and struggling with modern data volumes.

The visualization team is involved in a number of tasks – CASA Viewer retirement (including a
new interactive clean application and a new msview) and a new plotms which is more scriptable
and capable of tackling modern dataset sizes. We do not plan to refactor existing Qt GUIs but
rather implement replacements using modern Python frameworks. A break with the past is
required to jump into modern solutions to the problems we face with big data and system
maintainability. The downside is that there is a significant learning curve for the visualization
group.
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5. Once work on a tclean widget is complete, the CUC suggests plotms is the next obvious
candidate: plotms is also a very fundamental tool, and the current implementation can
be very slow. The CUC would like to see a refactor of plotms which had a mode, useful
for large datasets, where the plotting is speeded up by plotting only a fraction of the
points (like XINC in AIPS:UVPLT). Data editing would probably be disabled in this
mode. The ability to use some plotms functionality within Jupyter Notebooks would
also be a worthy new feature for a refactored version.

Both plotms and msview face significant challenges with respect to large dataset sizes. Like
interactive clean, msview has a narrower scope than plotms. As a result, we expect plotms to
require multiple development cycles of efforts. After the other issues blocking the retirement of
the CASA viewer are resolved, we will begin the significant effort involved in creation of a new
replacement for plotms as well as the more limited development required for a msview
replacement. It is possible that these two efforts will be coupled.

6. The CUC found the discussion of deprecating the inp/go functionality interesting and
timely. However, opinion was divided. For such a fundamental change (from the user
perspective), and something common to other data reduction software (if not “vanilla”
Python), the CUC encourages soliciting feedback from the larger user community via a
survey.

We will consider a survey among the user community to discuss the potential deprecation of
inp/go, and to ask how comfortable users are with operating CASA in a more Pythonic way. The
timing or outcome of such a survey may also depend on the maturation and increased use of
pipeline and archival processing by VLA users.

6.5 ARDG and Development work
2021 Endorsements/Recommendations:

1. The CUC was very excited by the latest developments by the ARDG and Scientific
Development teams and is eager to have the opportunity to test and use these new
algorithms, including Adaptive Scale Pixels (ASP) deconvolution, msuvbinflag, and
GPU imaging, and commends the CASA and ARDG teams on their great work here.

We will continue to work with ARDG as a stakeholder and collaborating team to implement new
functionality in the CASA code, bearing in mind to do this carefully as to not break the existing
code for other stakeholders.
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2. Regarding the specific CUC charge 1 for 2021 (Section 3.2): As GPUs are becoming
more commonly used, there is definite value in expending effort on GPU imaging.
While VLASS may be the main driver for this, it will benefit other large projects as
well, and we would encourage outreach to those teams to help with testing. That said,
this should not supersede work on more mission critical aspects of CASA (e.g. viewer
replacement). As development of GPU algorithms continues, it is worthwhile for the
ARDG to consider and make available before a ‘public release’ a recommended
minimum hardware configuration (e.g. CPU, Memory and Graphic Card specifications)
that a user would need to take advantage of the GPU imaging features. This will help
users to (i) be aware of the requirements (e.g. NVIDIA over AMD) and (ii) plan future
resource acquisitions accordingly.

We will carefully balance GPU imaging efforts with other critical development items. Minimum
hardware configuration for the GPU will depend on the size of the largest imaging problem users
anticipate. Therefore, it is currently not clear how to best inform users about the hardware needs,
but we will consider this CUC recommendation. Perhaps a “tool” that users can use to get an
estimate of the memory on the GPU needed for the largest problem size. As for NVIDIA vs AMD
(vs something else), this kind of assessment is currently done, and is also better done, by NRAO’s
Scientific Computing Group (SCG).  ARDG does not have sufficient resources to carry out such
an investigation.

3. The CUC was happy to see, and continues to encourage, the plan to have quantifiable
metrics for testing new (and existing) algorithms. It would be extremely beneficial for
these to be used throughout CASA work (including single-dish development), and to be
advertised to users.

We will continue to expand upon these efforts and make some demo/characterization notebooks
or documents available to users.

4. There have been some lingering issues about how to properly jointly image the ALMA
and ACA data, which are not closely dependent on the specific algorithm. The ALMA
and ACA have different primary beams FWHM (PB-FWHM). Therefore, in the area
that is beyond the ALMA PB-FWHM and within the ACA PB-FWHM, one may obtain
a strong signal yet both the synthesized beam size and intensity (in terms of Jy/beam)
are not well defined. There are some tentative ways out (e.g., some users have been
trying a very complicated muti-scale imaging strategy or trying to taper the primary
beam of ACA). It would be useful if the CASA developers or ARDG can provide one
suggested strategy and describe it with a CASAguide.

Strategies on how to combine ALMA and ACA data come from the ALMA team, so we will share
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this CUC recommendation with them. If a more sophisticated algorithm is necessary within
CASA for combining ALMA and ACA data, then we welcome our stakeholders to provide science
requirements, so that the CASA and ARDG teams have the metrics needed to develop and test
such an algorithm.

6.6 Archival Data Processing, Pipelines, and SRDP
2021 Endorsements/recommendations

1. The CUC commends the success of the pipeline efforts supported by CASA at ALMA
and the VLA, and recommends that improvement and maintenance of elements that
are needed by these pipelines remain a very high priority for CASA. This could include
performance improvements (...), since the CASA pipelines still remain resource and time
intensive, and planned work on pipeline self-calibration.

We welcome the recognition by the CUC that pipeline development remains one of CASA’s
priorities. We will continue to work with the pipeline team as a stakeholder to improve user
experience regarding CASA and the pipeline, and to support ‘at-home pipeline’ users.

2. The CUC endorses the SRDP plans for a single, unified calibration and flag
restoration interface. The ability to easily acquire calibrated, ready to image data from
the archive is a great step forward.

The CASA team will forward this feedback to the SRDP project.

3. The CUC recommends communication between the CASA, pipeline and archive
development teams, for the VLA and ALMA, to find a best approach for explaining
which version of CASA to use for which era of data taken from the respective archives.
To the user the distinction between these three teams is not always obvious, therefore,
providing an easy navigable guide for CASA versions vs. data 'epoch' in the CASAdocs
(alongside existing information on the archives) will be of benefit to users. Periodically,
the discovery of bugs or other past issues render previous pipeline runs invalid. Whilst
the CUC appreciates it isn’t the responsibility of the CASA team to ensure archive
products are corrected within any given archive, a look-up table of known/fixed bugs in
CASA pipeline commands and their related versions in CASAdocs would be of benefit to
the user as they attempt to ensure their downloaded archive data is processed with a
‘safe’ pipeline version.

The ALMA project maintains a public website that specifies which CASA and pipeline versions
users should use for which (archival) ALMA data:
https://almascience.nrao.edu/processing/science-pipeline This website also contains a list of
Known Issues for each version of the pipeline. The VLA calibration pipeline is not as mature as
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the ALMA pipeline, but we will forward the recommendation to the VLA instrument team, also
taking into consideration that in the near future the SRDP archive will run the appropriate
pipeline versions under the hood. We made the necessary links to the ALMA and VLA pipeline
website on the “download” page of the CASA website, and will consider this CUC feedback for
making such cross-link information also available in CASA Docs.

4. The CUC recommends that either the CASA team or the observatory pipeline groups
invest effort into increased introductory documentation for ‘at-home’ users. This could
be in the form of a CASAguide or an introductory Jupyter Notebook, (For example, we
note it is planned that the EVN data reduction pipeline will use the Jupyter notebook
format, a similar approach could be taken for other instruments). The user interface to
the pipelines still lags behind their performance, and documentation for new users is not
as easy to use or welcoming as it could be. Investing some effort in this direction would
improve the ability of users to utilise the pipelines themselves.

The CASA team is investing in Jupyter-notebook based tutorials, recipes and test scripts. We
hope to roll out some of these items in the coming year.  We will share the request for CASA
guide information on pipeline processing with our colleagues in the ALMA/VLA and pipeline
teams. Since the ALMA and VLA pipelines currently use the tar-file distribution of CASA, Jupyter
notebook integration is not straightforward. In the future we hope to see increased usage of
modular CASA in Jupyter-based CASA guides. The pipeline team welcomes input, but also notes
that little feedback is being received from “at home” pipeline users, and pipeline use for normal
operations will remain priority.

6.7 OS Support
2021 Endorsements/Recommendations:

1. The CUC were pleased to see the addition of the Operating System compatibility page
in the new CASAdocs. The knowledge that, although CASA is not fully supported on a
given OS, the CASA the team is nonetheless willing to take bug reports/tickets from
users is not widespread. This page will help address that.

2. Related to the above, the CUC encourages the CASA team to instigate a conversation
with the ALMA and VLA Helpdesks, to overcome instances where some users feel they
are being rebuffed with “this OS is not supported feedback” by instead directing these
users to contact the CASA team via the casa-feedback email address.

We instigated such a conversation with the Helpdesk staff, but came to the realization that a
more practical solution is to start a CASA Bug Report system, where the CASA team addresses
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bugs concerning all OS versions that are listed in the compatibility matrix on CASA Docs. Such
a bug report system will allow easy hand-over and tracking of tickets that come in through the
Helpdesks.

3. Given the large Ubuntu user-base, the CUC encourages the CASA team to acquire
some Ubuntu virtual machines, say for the latest two long-term Ubuntu releases at the
very least, so that any possible Ubuntu-specific bugs could be reproduced in house.

Currently some development staff have local Ubuntu virtual machines, and we are increasingly
making use of Google Colaboratory for demonstration and testing, which is Debian-based Linux
as well.  We agree a proper future course of action should include expanded usage of Ubuntu
Linux in the development and/or testing phases.  We must balance this with NRAO computing
systems focus on the operational configuration of the telescopes, which is currently limited to
Red Hat.

4. The CUC is grateful for the support of the new MacOS, which includes the ARM
architecture. The continued support for MacOS, including pipelines, is important for a
significant fraction of CASA users.

We have yet to make a decision on creating a specific ARM build of CASA. For the moment, we
recommend an OS 11 version with x86 Intel chips, or the x86 package through the Mac Rosetta
software on ARM M1 machines, as this seems to work very well. We advertise this
recommendation on the CASA website. Our larger goal is for CASA to eventually become more
platform agnostic through the use of virtualized containers, but it is not clear that ARM M1 will
ever be supported in that manner by containerization technologies. Apple will continue to
support Rosetta for the next several years and we will decide on future ARM-specific builds
before any retirement of Rosetta by Apple.

6.8 Documentation: CASAdocs and CASAguides
2021 Endorsements/recommendations

1. The CUC appreciates the ongoing improvements to CASAdocs and, particularly, likes
the return of the “Task List” and introduction of the “Index”.

2. The CUC does caution that many users will not be familiar with software jargon, such
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as “API”, and the CASAdocs should be careful with its usage.

We appreciate this feedback from the perspective of the user community.

3. The CUC recognizes that the CASAguides are not the responsibility of the CASA team.
Nevertheless, they are the first point of contact for many new CASA users and they
need to be kept up-to-date as much as possible. Perhaps encouraging the community to
share their own examples, such as Jupyter notebooks via Github, for example, may
help with this problem.

The CASA guides are kept up-to-date by the instrument teams. On the VLA side, there is a
team-wide coordinated effort to update the VLA Guides as much as practically possible (i.e.,
with most/all of the major CASA pipeline releases). These updates take into account changes in
use-cases of CASA tasks. All VLA guides are up-to-date for CASA 6.2. On the ALMA side, the
last few years saw a similar coordinated effort by the ALMA team to keep the ALMA Guides
up-to-date with the CASA versions that are officially supported by ALMA operations. In CASA
Docs, we added a section “Community Examples”, where we can collect Notebook examples
similar to the CASA Guides on the use of CASA 6 or workaround solutions for certain issues in
the code.

6.9 Support for Other Interferometers
6.9.1 VLBI

2021 Endorsements/Recommendations

1. The CUC is happy to see the continued work on implementing VLBI functionality in
CASA, and applauds the excellent work of both the JIVE and NRAO teams on this
front.

2. The refactor of plotms, mentioned earlier, is particularly important for VLBI, and the
ability to plot the cumulative calibration (and/or the cal library) would be a nice
addition.

We recognize the desirability of the display of cumulative calibration, but supporting this is
complicated by current internal structural conventions in CASA whereby each calibration table
is applied in turn to the data, and the aggregate calibration is never formed.  It would be
desirable for performance reasons to evolve the calibration apply mechanics to form the
aggregate (antenna-based) calibration before applying the net calibration to the data, and such
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a mechanism could also be leveraged in a refactored plotms to display it.   Since the full
calibration suite is not limited to just (~scalar) multiplicative gain calibration, some attention to
the enhanced semantics required for controlling plots of the generalized multiplicative aggregate
of matrix calibration terms is required.  At this time, it is unclear what priority efforts in this area
would command.

3. Ensuring that CASA handles polarization-dependent flagging properly is also
especially important for VLBI.

Respecting correlation-dependent flagging in calibration was, in fact, introduced in CASA
5.7/6.1 in 2020.

4. The CASA VLBI pipeline and guides which are being written by the JIVE team will be
a welcome addition.

We very much welcome the CASA VLBI pipeline and guides that are being written by the JIVE
team, and will visibly link them on the NRAO CASAguides website with the existing EVN guides.

Pipelines developed for VLBI in CASA have been found to be slower that their AIPS
counterparts, it would be desirable for the CASA team working on VLBI development to
investigate with their VLBI colleagues where (i.e. which task specifically) the slow
down(s) occurs and hopefully speed things up.

So far, we have been concentrating principally on feature completeness for VLBI.  Addressing
gaps in performance is a natural next step, and can be folded into our planning.

6.9.2 GMRT

2021 Endorsements/Recommendations

1. CASA is currently the primary data reduction package for both the legacy and the
upgraded GMRT and thus it is a welcome step for GMRT users to interact with the
NRAO CASA team through the CUC.

The CASA team was pleased to hear about CASA-related efforts at the GMRT. We look forward
to continuing interaction with the GMRT team through the CUC and CASA User Liaison.

2. Currently, the GMRT have modified the widebandpbcor task to implement primary
beam correction for the GMRT (http://www.ncra.tifr.res.in/~ruta/IDAP/). The CUC
encourages the development of a more general way to incorporate primary beams from
other instruments into CASA tasks.
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We plan to handle the incorporation of primary beam information from other telescopes into
CASA via APIs that will allow users to supply beam models independently, without having to
depend on them being hard-coded within the CASA code. We have recently demonstrated the use
of externally supplied PB models for imaging and simulation via the vptable construct. We will
continue to expand this option.

6.9.3 MeerKAT

2021 Endorsements/Recommendations

1. The CUC is pleased to see the CASA team and the MeerKAT team developing new
algorithms, working on CARTA, and providing support for both MeerKAT and VLA.

2. For MeerKAT, similar to the case discussed above for the GMRT, an easy way to
incorporate new primary beam models (and other observatory-dependent information)
into CASA at the user level would be useful.

We plan to handle the incorporation of primary beam information from other telescopes into
CASA via APIs that will allow users to supply beam models independently, without having to
depend on them being hard-coded within the CASA code. We have recently demonstrated the use
of externally supplied PB models for imaging and simulation via the vptable construct. We will
continue to expand this option. We encourage external telescope teams to contact us about any
other auxiliary observatory-dependent information we may need to support.

6.10 Single Dish Support
2021 Endorsements/Recommendations

1. The CUC is impressed by the development and performance gains of the single dish
tasks and pipeline. The new offline atmospheric correction based on the algorithm by
Sawada et al. (2021), and its incorporation into CASA, is especially welcome for
ALMA.

2. As the pipelines become more mature, quantifying their validity and accuracy by
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constructing well-understood benchmarks (e.g., using well-characterized test data
and/or simulations) and defining rigorous performance metrics would be very
welcome.

The CASA verification team is working on installing automated performance benchmarks for the
whole of CASA.  We expect this to cover single dish tasks as well. A natural future evolution
would be to then grow these benchmarks to include pipeline runs, although one bottleneck is the
length of time it takes to run things.  The pipeline team already performs regular benchmarking
of ~150 pipeline datasets before each ALMA release and also many datasets before a VLA
release.  Those pipeline benchmark results are not published, but they are part of the process in
validating each pipeline release.

3. Improved access to the ALMA calibration database from the pipeline is excellent, it
would also be helpful to make sure that the users have a clear path, described within
the pipeline documentation, to use this to improve or refine the calibration of their
delivered data. This will also be a benefit for supporting other single-dish telescopes in
the future.

We plan to port the functionality to access the ALMA calibration database into CASA task so that
users are able to access the database by themselves. We will coordinate with the pipeline team
about an improvement of user documentation. We will plan supporting other single-dish
telescopes upon request.

Recommended Priorities for the Coming Year
1. Continued work on a tool for interactive tclean to replace the viewer.

2. Initial work on the refactoring and modernisation of the remaining CASA GUIs, starting
with plotms.

3. Continued effort on single-dish/interferometer joint deconvolution work.

4. Investigation of some level of support for Ubuntu via virtual machines, and continued
MacOS support.

5. Continued effort in accommodating the wider radio-interferometry user base e.g. VLBI,
GMRT, MeerKat, by allowing greater tunability of existing functions (e.g.
widebandpbcor) and advertising widely when new functionality accommodates data
reduction/analysis from observatories other than the VLA and ALMA.
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